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A B S T R A C T

While many business intelligence methods have been applied to predict movie box office revenue, the studies
using an ensemble approach to predict box office revenue are almost nonexistent. In this study, we propose
decision trees, k-nearest-neighbors (k-NN), and linear regression using ensemble methods and the prediction
performance of decision trees based on random forests, bagging and boosting are compared with that of k-NN and
linear regression based on bagging and boosting using the sample of 1439 movies. The results indicate that
ensemble methods based on decision trees (random forests, bagging, boosting) outperform ensemble methods
based on k-NN (bagging, boosting) in predicting box office at week 1, 2, 3 after release. Decision trees using
ensemble methods provide better prediction performance than ensemble methods based on linear regression
analysis in the box office at week 1 after release. This is explained by the results that after comparing the pre-
diction performance between ensemble methods and non-ensemble methods. For decision tree methods, unlike
the other methods, the prediction performance of ensemble methods is greater than that of non-ensemble
methods. This shows that decision trees using ensemble methods provide better application effectiveness of
ensemble methods than k-NN and linear regression analysis.
1. Introduction

The prediction of movie box office revenue after release has always
been a challenging problem in a movie industry. The movie industry is
growing day by day in a rapid way locally and globally. Hundreds and
thousands of movies are released every month and a year (Kim et al.,
2015). The correct prediction of box office revenues is important for the
development of the movie industry and to lessen the market risk.

The success and failure of the movie depend on movie related vari-
ables such as timing of a movie release (i.e. movies released in high or
low season) whether it is a sequel or not. eWOM (online word-of-mouth)
have been used to predict box office revenue and these are provided
through many forms such as online reviews, discussion boards, video
sites, blogs, micro blogs, social networks etc(Baek et al., 2017; Qin, 2001;
Oh et al., 2017). eWOM is becoming available in a large amount in this
age of big data; and we are increasingly surrounded by enormous data
available about the movies over the internet for which it is better to
handle with business intelligence (BI) methods to process, manage and
utilize these large data sets properly (Guille and Hacid, 2012). eWOM
include positive reviews than negative reviews (helpfulness), number of
m 7 April 2020; Accepted 16 Jun
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reviews in the early stage of release or after the release, total helpful
votes of the reviewers, an advertisement of a movie prior to release etc
(Leenders and Eliashberg, 2011). In the previous studies, using eWOM
and movie related variables, many researchers have tried to build up
predicting box office revenue mainly using statistical regression algo-
rithms such as multiple linear regression (Asur and Huberman, 2010) or
machine learning algorithms, multi-layer perceptron neural network
model (Ru et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020), Bayesian belief network and
backpropagation (BP) neural network which have robust performance
and eradicates the limitations of the regression method with better pre-
diction accuracy and are composed to predict the box office performance
(Lee and Chang, 2009; Sharda and Delen, 2006; Zhang et al., 2009).

The study has the following motivations. First, as there exist a lack of
studies regarding how ensemble methods can improve box office predict,
we intend to fill this void by proposing the ensemble methods of decision
trees, k-nearest-neighbors (k-NN), and linear regression to achieve
improved predictive accuracy of box office earnings for one, two, three
weeks after release. While neural networks have been utilized to predict
box office effectively to accomplish satisfactory results (Zhang et al.,
2009; Zhou et al., 2019), as the number of data is not large in movie
e 2020
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dataset and the number of eWOM and movie related variables is not
small, we focus on other non-deep learning methods such as decision
trees and k-NN besides neural networks. We employ decision trees and
k-NN as these are well applied methods in box office prediction (Kim
et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2019), and based on the line of
researches, this study compares decision trees using ensemble methods
(random forests, bagging and boosting) with the k-nearest-neighbors
using ensemble methods (bagging and boosting) and linear regression
using ensemble methods (bagging and boosting) for predicting movie
box office revenue. Although research on an ensemble have been applied
to many studies, i.e. online user reviews, customer reviews, product re-
views and sales in e-commerce, social networking, multi-industry bank-
ruptcy prediction etc., there is no any research with ensemble prediction
combining individual models or averaging these models into one plat-
form for the better prediction of movie box office revenue. This study
intends to fill this gap. This study intends to investigate using complex
methods of ensemble methods to collect data, by combining and
comparing with decision trees using ensemble methods such as random
forests, k-NN, linear regression to verify performance of prediction using
two well-known techniques: 1) bagging known as bootstrap aggregation
which generates multiple random data samples and sampling these data
with replacement from the original data; 2) boosting which improves
area in the data where model makes errors.

Second, as previous studies regarding the application effectiveness of
ensemble methods are lacking, this intends to fill this gap by comparing
the prediction performance between ensemble methods and non-
ensemble methods within each algorithm. In order to prove the effec-
tiveness of the ensemble, we compares decision trees using ensemble
methods (random forests, bagging, boosting), k-NN using ensemble
methods (bagging and boosting) and linear regression using ensemble
methods (bagging and boosting) with decision trees, k-NN and linear
regression using non-ensemble methods.

Third, previous studies have mainly investigated USmovies or movies
from other countries, and this study fill this gap by utilizing Korean
movie data, which has not been examined sufficiently in the movie
literature. This study adopts Korean movie data for the movie prediction
using ensemble methods.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Box office revenue prediction

Box office revenue prediction is important to movie producers and
directors as their real source of income. In order to predict accurately
revenue, it is of a vital importance how to utilize a large amount of data
generated from movies produced every year in different countries. There
are numerous studies using eWOM, reviews, blog, posts based on social
media contents in the past to predict movies box office revenue. Social
media based prediction is mostly used for prediction. For example, Asur
and Huberman (2010) used social media contents to predict movie box
office revenue, and prove that sentiments obtained from the Twitter can
be further used to enhance the predicting power. Micro blog and online
social networks based prediction can make use of customer reviews and
sentiment analysis etc (Liu.et al., 2016). eWOM increase consumer
awareness about the movie (Qin, 2001) plays a vital role for the pre-
diction of movie and currently data are mostly collected with user re-
views, online user ratings, surveys and interviews (Kim et al., 2015).
Online reviews, video sites, blogs, social networks are the forms of
eWOM and affect the box office performance (Kim et al., 2013). In the
sameway, Chintagunta et al. (2010) found that the valence of eWOM (i.e.
user rating) has an important role and positive effect on box office
prediction.

Nonlinear models are used for better and accurate prediction like
Bayesian belief network (BBN) known as the causal belief network is
designed to examine the causal relationship between various movie at-
tributes and sensitivity analysis is used to perform prediction of box
2

office success (Lee and Chang, 2009). Back propagation neural network is
robust performance and eradicates the limitations of the regression
method, more reliable and achieve satisfactory results and useful to solve
the problem (Zhang et al., 2009). For instance, a convolutional neural
network (CNN) is suggested to obtain features from movie posters, and
assess the performance of the proposed multimodal deep neural network,
with other prediction methods (Zhou et al., 2019). Given the number of
data is not such sufficient and the large number of variables, we focus on
other non-deep learning methods such as decision trees and k-NN besides
neural networks. Decision support systems (DSS) used to support com-
plex decision-making and problem solving tasks using business Intelli-
gence systems (Delen et al., 2007). As a decision support method based
on business intelligence, decision trees and k-NN have been well utilized
in box office prediction (Kim et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Zhou et al.,
2019) Based on these widely used methods, we proposed ensemble
methods in order to investigate the effectiveness of ensemble methods.

2.2. Ensemble prediction

Ensemble methods combines several models to produce better pre-
dictive performance rather utilizing a single model (Hansen and Sala-
mon, 1990). Ensemble methods combine multiple supervised models
into a “supermodel”. The purpose of using ensemble is to improve the
weak power of individual models for the best performance of the com-
bined model to achieve improved predictive accuracy). It consists of a
number of learners known as base learners, which can be decision trees,
neural networks or other kinds of algorithms. Bagging (Breiman, 1996)
and boosting (Freund and Schapire, 1996) are two relatively new but
popular methods for producing ensembles with the same algorithm
(Bauer and Kohavi, 1999; Drucker and Cortes, 1996; Freund and Scha-
pire, 1996; Quinlan, 1996). Ensemble methods have been used in various
applications, bioinformatics problems (gene expression, regulatory ele-
ments of DNA and protein sequences) (Yang et al., 2010), bankruptcy
prediction (Lee and Choi, 2013), time series prediction (McNames et al.,
1999), wind and solar power forecasting (Ren et al., 2015), climate
forecasting (Wendy, 2010). Ensemble methods combine several methods
in order to lower the prediction error and to achieve higher prediction
performance results.

3. Methods

Previous studies on box office revenue prediction which employ
eWOM as explanatory variables are limited in that they utilize the fore-
casting of individual methods and are lacking in combining ensemble
methods for prediction of movie box office revenue. Thus, in order to fill
this void, our study suggests decision trees using ensemble methods for
the prediction of movie box office revenue, and compare k-NN and linear
regression using ensemble methods.

This study adopts these three BI methods because this study intends to
use both non-statistical and statistical BI methods to examine how they
are different in prediction performance, and the methods of combining
classifications which provide an operational and fast way to obtain better
solutions to optimize predictive measure (Shmueli et al., 2016). These
methods are used to examine the difference of prediction performance
for box office revenue.

This study constructs three different methods: 1) decision trees using
ensemble methods (random forest, bagging, boosting); 2) k-NN using
ensemble methods (bagging, boosting); 3) linear regression. For decision
trees, k-nearest-neighbors methods, and regression analysis using
ensemble methods, 50 different learner models are combined to suggest
the prediction of box office revenue. This option controls the number of
"weak" classification models that will be created. The ensemble methods
will stop when the number or classification models created reaches the
value set for this option.

Decision trees method is one of the most popular techniques of a
simple structure where terminal nodes follow decision outcomes and
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non-terminal nodes show tests on one or more attributes. This study does
not set the limit on tree growth or conditions in pruning trees. For de-
cision trees using ensemble methods, however, 139minimum records are
set for each terminal node. Random forests are one of the most powerful,
fully automated, ensemble methods that leverages the power of many
decision trees, judicious randomization, and ensemble learning to pro-
duce astonishingly accurate predictive models (Brieman, 2001). They are
collections of decision trees that together produce predictions and deep
insights into the structure of data (Guo et al., 2015).

Bagging, short for “bootstrap aggregating” is another form of an
ensemble methods based on averaging across multiple random data
samples which generates multiple random samples (by sampling with
replacement from the original data) and the method is termed as
“bootstrap sampling” and runs an algorithm on each sample and pro-
ducing scores. Shmueli et al. (2016) suggests that bagging improves the
performance stability of a model and helps avoid over fitting by sepa-
rately modeling different data samples and then combining the result, so
especially useful for algorithms such as regression trees and neural
networks.

Boosting is a slightly different method to create ensembles by directly
improving areas in the data where model makes errors forcing the model
to pay more attention to the records (Zhou, 2012). The steps in boosting
include fitting a model to the data, drawing a sample from the data so
that misclassified observations (or observations with large prediction
errors) have higher probabilities of selection, fitting the model to the new
sample and repetition of drawing a sample from the data, fitting the
model to the new sample multiple times.

k-NN is a machine-learning algorithm, which is simple and easy to use
which stores all available cases and classifies new cases depend on sim-
ilarity measure. The algorithm stores the training sample and in new data
object it finds the k data objects in the training sample that are closest to
it, and only tuning parameter of k-NN is k (Khalid et al., 2013). It is more
generic and robust on real world data. Another characteristic of k-NN is it
is lazy, which need not to do any generalization from training sample. It
has no training phase but more computation in testing phase. This study
uses best-k method as the baseline model in k-NN which shows the
prediction with the lowest error in validation sample among different k.
k-NN using bagging and boosting is compared with k-NN using best k
method. For k-NN prediction, the maximum number of nearest neighbors
(k) is set to be 20 and ‘best-k’ is shown within 20 nearest neighbors ac-
cording to error in validation sample.

The assessment of models performance is proceeded by data partition
and providing prediction errors in validation sample after the whole data
sample is divided into training and validation sample. Training sample is
the largest partition used to learn parameters or weights in the suggested
multiple models. Validation sample is used to determine the performance
of each learned model from training sample to select the best model after
comparing multiple models. Our dataset consists of 13 variables, which
are selected as the input variables, and revenue at week 1, 2, 3 as output
variables. The prediction errors in validation sample are provided in
terms of root mean square error (RMSE). The tool used for this experi-
ment is the XLMiner 2016 version for the predictive analysis with su-
pervised learning algorithms to experiment using different ensemble
methods. 40 movies are partitioned as validation sample while the
remaining 1399 movies as training sample. This study begins with the
decision trees using ensemble methods using random forests, bagging,
boosting in a sequence to predict the revenue at the week 1, week 2 and
week 3 after release, respectively. We uses 36 fold cross-validation
partition samples where in the beginning, from record #1 to record
#40 are used as validation sample and the remaining data are used as
training sample. Ensemble methods provide a prediction on the target
variables, and these predicted values are compared with the actual value
in the validation sample. The validation samples are replaced with the
next in 36 folds and the process is repeated for 36 times to produce 36
errors from 36 non-overlapping validation samples The aggregated
forecasting performance for the revenue at week 1, 2, 3 are presented.
3

Figure 1 shows the procedure for the comparison of ensemble methods
for movie box office revenue prediction.

4. Data collection

In this study, we collected eWOM data from Naver movies site (htt
p://movie.naver.com) targeting the movies released between January
2014 and May 2016. The web crawling method is used to collect data
from NAVER site, which is a number one search engine in Korea. This
study is using 1439 movies for the prediction of box office revenues,
which is composed of 1399 movies as a training sample and 40 movies as
a validation data. Data are collected in 2016 after the release of the
movies. For the chosen motion pictures, SNS related movie specific and
ticket sale of box office data are collected between one week ahead of
release and three weeks after release. The study chooses eWOM and
movie related variables as independent variables which previous litera-
ture suggested as important. This study suggests three output variables:
the weekly box office revenue for the first, second and third week after
the release of the movie. Models such as decision trees using ensemble
methods (random forests, bagging, boosting), k-NN using ensemble
methods (bagging, boosting), and linear regression using ensemble
methods (bagging, boosting) have been built to predict the movie box
office revenue. To predict box office revenue as a dependent variable,
five eWOM variables and eight movie related variables are used as in-
dependent variables. The variables used in this study are summarized in
Table 1. The descriptive statistics of samples are presented in Table 2
describing age, genre, award, nation, sequel, and timing release. The
movies which are for teenagers, drama genre, not awarded, released in
South Korea, having no sequel, released in holidays starting are having
the greater proportion than the others in the sample. The movies which
are for teenagers, family movie genre, awarded, Chinese movie, sequel
movie, released not in holidays starting are having greater revenue than
the others.

5. Results and discussions

This research applies the ensemble methods based on non-statistical
and statistical models for the prediction of box office revenue. Decision
trees and k-NN are used as non-statistical methods. Linear regression is
used as a statistical method on a selected movie dataset that fits a linear
model of the form. This study uses ensemble methods (random forests,
bagging, boosting) applied to decision trees to improve the forecasting
efficiency. The decision trees method using ensemble methods is
compared with k-NN and linear regression using ensemble methods.
Individual forecasts using three decision trees methods are combined and
averaged, and compared with k-NN ensemble methods and linear
regression ensemble methods. The predicted values are combined to
achieve a single prediction of the combination model. This study consists
of several steps, which includes data collection, variable selection of
model, compute average of decision trees, k-NN, linear regression using
ensemble methods to compare prediction accuracy of each methods.

To predict the box office revenue for a week t, we use eWOMvariables
at week t-1. Each model uses five eWOM variables (including average
review rating, average number of reviews, average number of emotional
reviews, helpfulness, total helpful votes review) and eight movie related
variables as independent variables. Also, award, film rating, sequel,
timing of release, genre, and nationality (variables representing South
Korea and USA) are the control variables. 1439 movies are included for
predicting box office revenue at week 1, 2 and 3 with ensemble methods
analysis.

For each experiment in 36 fold cross-validation, the prediction value
is compared with actual value for each movie in validation sample and
RMSE is provided. The data for RMSE are provided for dependent vari-
ables, i.e., revenue at week 1, 2, 3, and compared among different
ensemble methods. Furthermore, we combined all three decision trees
using ensemble methods (random forests, bagging and boosting) and

http://movie.naver.com
http://movie.naver.com
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Figure 1. Comparison of ensemble methods for movie box office revenue prediction.
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compare this average with k-NN and linear regression. Further, the re-
sults of t-test to compare average errors between a pair of methods. Ta-
bles 3, 4, and 5 shows the comparison results between decision trees
(random forests, bagging, boosting) and k-NN, while Tables 6, 7, and 8
represents the comparison results between decision trees and linear
regression.

The results in Tables 3, 4, and 5 show that decision trees using
ensemble methods (random forests, bagging, boosting) outperform k-NN
Table 1. Summary of variables.

Category Variables Description

eWOM Average review rating Represents average of review rating.

Average number of reviews Represents the average number of use

Average Emotional reviews Represents the proportion of emotiona

Helpfulness Proportion of positive answers to tota

Total helpfulness votes for reviewer Represents the total number of helpfu

Movie related
variables

Award Indicates whether a movie got awards

Code film rating Rating of a movies (2 stars, 3stars, 5 s

Sequel Indicates whether a movie is a sequel

Timing of release Indicates whether the time of release

Similar movie revenue Revenue of competing movies release

Genre Represents the content category the m
one content category at the same. Thi
which our sample belongs to in the gr

Nationality (Nation1,Nation2) Movie released in the respective coun

4

using best-k and ensemble methods (bagging, boosting), as the differ-
ences of RMSE are highly significant. Similarly, decision trees using
ensemble methods (random forests, bagging, boosting) results have
lower prediction performance when comparing with k-NN using
ensemble methods (bagging, boosting) (Table 4 & Table 5). Similarly,
each decision trees using ensemble methods (random forests, bagging,
boosting) and their average is compared with linear regression. Decision
trees performs better than linear regression in predicting the revenue at
Number of possible values

Real values

r reviews until the movie is released in a new market Real values

l reviews among total reviews Real values

l answers to question asking if the review is helpful Real values

lness votes for reviewer Real values

winners/nominees (value of 1) or not (value of 0) 2

tars) Real values

(value of 1) or not (value of 0). 2

is high (peak season) and low season 2

in first day (d1), first week (wk1), second week (wk2) Real values

ovie belongs to. A movie can be belonged to more than
s study chooses one dummy variable for the drama genre to
eatest proportions.

2

try (South Korea, USA) Real values



Table 2. Descriptive statistics of samples.

Frequency Percent Mean (revenue sum)
(Won)

a) Age

No restrictions on age 229 15.9 1.838Eþ09

Allowed for teenager (12 < age<18) 815 56.5 3.046Eþ09

Allowed for Adults (age>18) 395 27.4 1.596Eþ09

Total 1439 100 2.456Eþ09

b) Genre

Action 101 7 1.16Eþ07

Animation 95 6.6 2.09Eþ09

Comedy 176 12 2.24Eþ09

Crime 22 1.5 5.38Eþ08

Documentary 89 7 1.65Eþ10

Drama 673 46.8 2.02Eþ10

Family 5 0.3 7.62Eþ08

Fantasy 4 0.3 6.57Eþ09

History 2 0.1 3.99Eþ09

Horror 54 3.8 2.47Eþ09

Music, Romance 147 10 1.21Eþ09

Musical 5 0.3 3.03Eþ08

Science Fiction 8 0.5 5.83Eþ09

Thriller, Mystery 55 3.8 2.22Eþ09

War 1 0 2.12Eþ09

Total 1439 100 9.22Eþ07

c) Award

Not awarded 1412 98.1 2.315Eþ09

Awarded 27 1.9 9.840Eþ09

Total 1439 100 2.456Eþ09

d) Nation

South Korea 571 40 2.738Eþ09

USA 394 27 2.769Eþ09

UK 66 4.6 3.504Eþ09

France 87 6 1.924Eþ09

Japan 127 8.8 1.138Eþ09

China 13 1 5.213Eþ09

Others 181 12.6 1.484Eþ09

Total 1439 100 2.456Eþ09

e) Sequel

No sequel 1415 98.3 2.315Eþ09

Sequel 24 1.7 9.840Eþ09

Total 1439 100 2.456Eþ09

f) Timing release

Released in holidays starting 907 63.0 1.902Eþ09

Released in other times 532 37 3.401Eþ09

Total 1439 100 2.456Eþ09

Table 3. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with k-nearest-neighbor

Compared Models

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbo

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbo

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─
k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbo

S. Lee et al. Heliyon 6 (2020) e04260
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week 1 only and when the average of three ensemble methods are
combined. This indicates that decision trees using ensemble methods are
better in predicting movie revenue than k-NN and are slightly better than
linear regression, and especially outperform linear regression in pre-
dicting revenue at week 1.

This study further investigates whether decision trees, k-NN, and
linear regression provide better prediction performance when they are
using ensemble methods, or testing the ‘application effectiveness’ of
ensemble methods. This study compares decision trees using ensemble
methods (random forests, bagging, boosting) with single decision tree
using non-ensemble methods (Table 9). Similar comparisons are per-
formed for k-NN and linear regression (Tables 10 and 11). Decision trees
using ensemble methods (random forest, bagging, and boosting)
outperform single decision trees (Table 9). This states that decision trees
using ensemble methods is far better tools in predicting box office rev-
enue than single tree using non-ensemble methods, showing much
application effectiveness for ensemble methods. k-NN using ensemble
methods (bagging, boosting) are also compared with k-NN (best-k) and
the result shows that ensemble methods have lower prediction perfor-
mance than k-NN using the best k method (Table 10). Linear regression
using ensemble methods (bagging and boosting) are compared with
linear regression alone and ensemble methods show no difference from
non-ensemble methods (Table 11). This shows that while decision trees
have high application effectiveness for ensemble methods, k-NN and
linear regression show low application effectiveness for ensemble
methods. This explains that decision trees using ensemble methods
outperform k-NN (and partially outperform linear regression).

The results suggests that difference in prediction performance in
ensemble methods exist and decision tree using ensemble methods
(random forests, bagging, boosting) perform better than k-NN using
ensemble methods (bagging, boosting), and linear regression (bagging,
boosting) in week 1. In summary, this study suggests that decision trees
using ensemble methods (random forests, bagging, boosting) and their
average of ensemble methods can potentially lead to smaller prediction
errors, and therefore provide a better predictive power. The reason can
be explained by that k-NN and linear regression using ensemble methods
have lower application effectiveness than decision trees using ensemble
methods.

6. Conclusion and implications

The study provide insights to the literature on movie revenue pre-
diction and practitioners in movie industry. First, as the studies have
been lacking on ensemble prediction combining individual models for
the better prediction of movie box office revenue, our study intends to fill
this gap by suggesting ensemble methods in predicting box office revenue
provide implications to researchers in movie revenue prediction. While
many researches exist on the prediction of movies using social
s (best-k).

Mean T Sig. (2-tailed)

-4.821Eþ08 -3.874 0.000

-4.834Eþ08 -3.610 0.001

-5.131Eþ08 -3.224 0.003

rs -5.941Eþ08 -4.332 0.000

-5.174Eþ08 -5.710 0.000

-4.976Eþ08 -5.147 0.000

-3.563Eþ08 -2.643 0.012

rs -5.085Eþ08 -5.004 0.000

-2.841Eþ08 -4.993 0.000

-2.733Eþ08 -3.462 0.001

-1.798Eþ08 -1.938 0.061

rs -2.788Eþ08 -3.859 0.000



Table 4. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with k-nearest-neighbors (bagging).

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -8.505Eþ08 -7.561 0.000

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -8.519Eþ08 -7.185 0.000

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -8.816Eþ08 -6.289 0.000

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -9.626Eþ08 -8.068 0.000

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -8.618Eþ08 -7.869 0.000

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -8.420Eþ08 -7.301 0.000

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -7.007Eþ08 -4.607 0.000

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -8.529Eþ08 -7.051 0.000

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -5.638Eþ08 -7.751 0.000

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -5.530Eþ08 -6.229 0.000

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -4.596Eþ08 -4.649 0.000

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) -5.585Eþ08 -6.736 0.000

Table 5. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with k-nearest-neighbors (boosting).

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -1.063Eþ09 -7.698 0.000

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -1.064Eþ09 -7.456 0.000

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -1.094Eþ09 -7.101 0.000

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -1.175Eþ09 -8.496 0.000

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -9.864Eþ08 -6.373 0.000

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -9.667Eþ08 -6.165 0.000

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -8.254Eþ08 -4.504 0.000

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -9.776Eþ08 -6.060 0.000

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -6.168Eþ08 -6.211 0.000

decision trees (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -6.060Eþ08 -5.190 0.000

decision trees (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -5.126Eþ08 -4.073 0.000

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) -6.115Eþ08 -5.512 0.000

Table 6. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with linear regression.

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression -1.842Eþ08 -1.367 0.180

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression -1.856Eþ08 -1.328 0.193

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression -2.153Eþ08 -1.606 0.117

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression -2.963Eþ08 -2.303 0.027

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression -6.204Eþ07 -.850 0.401

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression -4.228Eþ07 -.555 0.582

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression 9.901Eþ07 1.315 0.197

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression -5.318Eþ07 -.811 0.423

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression 3.689Eþ06 .076 0.940

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression 1.451Eþ07 .392 0.697

decision trees (boosting) ─
linear regression

1.080Eþ08 2.100 0.043

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression 9.034Eþ06 .250 0.804
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networking, blogs, and linear regression methods, there is almost no
prior research of decision trees using ensemble methods in box office
revenue prediction. This study compares decision trees using ensemble
methods (random forests, bagging and boosting) with the k-NN using
ensemble methods (bagging and boosting) and linear regression using
ensemble methods (bagging and boosting) for predicting movie box of-
fice revenue. Decision trees using ensemble methods have greater pre-
diction performance for the first week, second week and third week
respectively in the box office revenue than k-NN and linear regression
after analyzing 1439 movies.

Second, as previous studies have not investigated the application
effectiveness of ensemble methods of business intelligence methods,
this study purports to fill this gap by comparing the prediction
performance between ensemble methods and non-ensemble methods
6

within each algorithm. For decision tree methods, unlike the other
methods, the prediction performance of ensemble methods is
greater than that of non-ensemble methods. This shows that deci-
sion trees using ensemble methods provide better application
effectiveness of ensemble methods than k-NN and linear regression
analysis.

Third, this study analyzes Korean movie data, which have been rarely
investigated sufficiently in the movie literature. Previous studies have
mainly centered on using US movies or movies from other countries. This
study show the prediction results using Korean movie data for the movie
prediction, providing the results using international movie markets,
which may be of interests to practitioners working in global movie
industry.



Table 7. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with linear regression (bagging).

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression (bagging) -1.802Eþ08 -1.257 0.217

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression (bagging) -1.816Eþ08 -1.230 0.227

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression (bagging) -2.112Eþ08 -1.489 0.145

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression (bagging) -2.923Eþ08 -2.131 0.040

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression (bagging) -7.242Eþ07 -1.038 0.306

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression (bagging) -5.267Eþ07 -.757 0.454

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression (bagging) 8.863Eþ07 1.223 0.229

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression (bagging) -6.357Eþ07 -1.046 0.303

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression (bagging) -7.922Eþ06 -.148 0.883

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression (bagging) 2.899Eþ06 .082 0.935

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression (bagging) 9.634Eþ07 1.899 0.066

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression (bagging) -2.577Eþ06 -.068 0.946

Table 8. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with linear regression (boosting).

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression (boosting) -1.806Eþ08 -1.434 0.160

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression (boosting) -1.819Eþ08 -1.391 0.173

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression (boosting) -2.116Eþ08 -1.663 0.105

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression (boosting) -2.926Eþ08 -2.435 0.020

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression (boosting) -5.891Eþ07 -.932 0.358

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression (boosting) -3.916Eþ07 -.599 0.553

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression (boosting) 1.021Eþ08 1.415 0.166

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression (boosting) -5.006Eþ07 -.891 0.379

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─ linear regression (boosting) 1.785Eþ05 .004 0.997

decision trees (bagging) ─ linear regression (boosting) 1.100Eþ07 .325 0.747

decision trees (boosting) ─ linear regression (boosting) 1.044Eþ08 2.034 0.050

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression (boosting) 5.523Eþ06 .162 0.872

Table 9. Comparing decision trees using ensemble methods with single decision trees.

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 decision trees (random forest) ─ single decision trees -1.110Eþ08 -2.547 0.015

decision trees (bagging) ─ single decision trees -1.123Eþ08 -2.906 0.006

decision trees (boosting) ─ single decision trees -1.420Eþ08 -1.607 0.117

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ single decision trees -2.230Eþ08 -4.335 0.000

Week 2 decision trees (random forest) ─ single decision trees -1.497Eþ08 -3.077 0.004

decision trees (bagging) ─ single decision trees -1.299Eþ08 -2.527 0.016

decision trees (boosting) ─ single decision trees 1.139Eþ07 .112 0.911

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ single decision trees -1.408Eþ08 -2.421 0.021

Week 3 decision trees (random forest) ─ single decision trees -1.575Eþ07 -.560 0.579

decision trees (bagging) ─ single decision trees -4.930Eþ06 -.177 0.861

decision trees (boosting) ─ single decision trees 8.852Eþ07 1.712 0.096

decision trees (random forest, bagging, boosting) ─ single decision trees -1.041Eþ07 -.389 0.699

Table 10. Comparing k-nearest-neighbors using ensemble methods with k-nearest-neighbors (best-k).

Compared Models Mean T Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) 5.702Eþ08 4.214 0.000

k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) 7.823Eþ08 4.897 0.000

k-nearest-neighbors (bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) 6.421Eþ08 4.454 0.000

Week 2 k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) 1.012Eþ09 7.719 0.000

k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) 1.136Eþ09 6.401 0.000

k-nearest-neighbors (bagging, boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) 1.032Eþ09 6.739 0.000

Week 3 k-nearest-neighbors (bagging) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) -2.915Eþ08 -1.862 0.071

k-nearest-neighbors (boosting) ─ k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) -2.385Eþ08 -1.367 0.180

k-nearest-neighbors (bagging, boosting) ─k-nearest-neighbors (best-k) -3.066Eþ08 -1.874 0.069
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Table 11. Comparing linear regression using ensemble methods with linear regression.

Compared Models Mean t Sig. (2-tailed)

Week 1 linear regression (bagging) ─ linear regression -3.672Eþ06 -.219 0.828

linear regression (boosting) ─ linear regression -4.016Eþ06 -.187 0.852

linear regression (bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression -3.844Eþ06 -.237 0.814

Week 2 linear regression (bagging) ─ linear regression -3.122Eþ06 -.114 0.910

linear regression (boosting) ─ linear regression 1.039Eþ07 .285 0.777

linear regression (bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression 3.632Eþ06 .120 0.905

Week 3 linear regression (bagging) ─ linear regression 3.510Eþ06 .383 0.704

linear regression (boosting) ─ linear regression 1.161Eþ07 .688 0.496

linear regression (bagging, boosting) ─ linear regression 7.561Eþ06 .686 0.497
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There are limitations and future research issues. The small number of
data may explain the reason that k-NN (best-k) has lower prediction er-
rors than k-NN using bagging and boosting. We admit the lack of
generalizability of our results. Future research could further test k-NN
(bagging, boosting) to provide the robustness of prediction results using a
large group of movies data. In addition, the results of our research are
limited in that they are based on the Korean movie data from the Naver
portal site only. The movie sample from more American, or other coun-
tries should be considered in the future research. Finally, the methods
presented in this study can be tested with other algorithms using
ensemble methods such as neural network which can perform better
using a larger number of movie data. Further, the future study can reveal
whether ensemble methods combining several algorithms to predict box
office result in greater prediction performance. Further ensemble
methods of this study which is a little general approach in previous
studies can be further developed to reflect more unique hybrid approach
in terms of variable selection or learning methods with other techniques
in order to produce a more differentiated approach than previous
ensemble methods.
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